Machine Shop Training Schedule

09Feb18

Wednesday, 3:00 PM:

February 7, February 21:
  Do o Clarissa
  Hou Vincent
  Lee Frank
  Shi Xiaoyang
  Tedeschi Adam Richard
  Wang Zipeng
  Zhao Fuheng

February 14, February 28:
  Corbin Jason
  Derksen Pieter Lee
  Greer Christian Lincoln
  Lee Yurim
  Lewis Zach Jason
  Ling Jerry
  Oktem Umut Can
  Sidorin Dima I
  Stuart Ryan
  Unger Colin Dirk
  Xie Ziyi

Friday, 3:00 PM:

February 9, February 23:
  Bowden Haley S
  Deng Bowen
  Peng Aaron Phillip
  Zhong Zed
  Zhou Zhiwen
  Bai Rex

February 16, March 2:
  Cicconi-kasper Alexander Feli
  Guo Taozhi
  Lyu Yuanqi
  Newsom David Connor
  Pokawanvit Supavit
  Sellers Luke Edward
  Suslik David Joseph
  Yeh Lia